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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0142663A2] 1. A defrosting control method for heat pumps, a defrosting operation being controlled in dependence upon the temperature
difference between the evaporator temperature and the ambient or supply air temperature of the evaporator, the actual temperature difference
(DELTA T) being compared with a set-value temperature difference (DELTA Tm ) which varies in dependence upon the ambient or supply air
temperature (Tm ), a defrosting signal being delivered on the basis of such comparison when the actual temperature difference exceeds the set-
value temperature difference, characterised in that the continuously detected actual value signals of the ambient or supply air temperature (Tm )
and the evaporator temperature (Tk ) are supplied to a subtractor (60) determining the temperature difference DELTA T = Tm -Tk , the actual value
signal (Tm ) is also supplied to a function former (62) which forms the set-value temperature difference (DELTA Tm ) from the actual-value signal
(Tm ) and an adjusted temperature difference signal (Uv ), the actual-temperature difference signal (DELTA T) output by the subtractor (60) and the
set-value temperature difference signal (DELTA Tm ) output by the function former (62) are supplied to a hysteretic comparator (61) which when
DELTA T > DELTA Tm produces an output signal transmitted as first instruction signal (54) to a facility (65, 66) for triggering different defrosting
signals, the actual value signal (Tm ) is also supplied to a hysteretic comparator (72) and compared therein with a signal (Uk ) corresponding to a
fixed temperature above 0 degree C, more particularly 5 degrees C, and an output signal supplied as second instruction signal (56, 57 respectively)
to the facility (65, 66) is produced, the actual value signal (Tk ) is supplied to a hysteretic comparator (71) and compared therein with a signal (Uo )
corresponding to a temperature of 0 degree C, and only when (Tk ) is below 0 degree C is an output signal produced which is supplied as third
instruction signal (55) to the facility (65, 66) and when the first instruction signal (54) and the third instruction signal (55), the latter signalling a
temperature Tk < 0 degree C, are present, the facility (65, 66) : a) if the second instruction signal (56, 57 respectively) signals a temperature Tm <
Tuk , triggers a switching process whereby the heat pump drive is stopped and accelerated defrosting with heating gas is started or b) if the second
instruction signal (56, 57 respectively) signals a temperature Tm > Tuk triggers a switching process whereby the heat pump drive is stopped and a
normal defrosting process started.
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